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United States Patent Office n- 2,735,690 
Patented Feb. 21, 1956 

1. 

2,735,690 

Frederick T. Paden, Collingswood, N.J., and Alexander 
C.H. Weiss, Chicago, Il, assigniors to the United States 
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army 

Application May 16, 1952, Serial No. 288,362 
3 Clains (C. 280-12) 

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266) 

The invention described herein, if patented, may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes, without the payment to us of 
any royalty thereon. 
Our invention relates to sleds. 
A primary object of the invention is to provide a 

lightweight sled which is substantially unitary in con 
struction and formed of molded plastics material, or 
the like. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a light 

weight sled of the above-mentioned character particul 
larly adapted to be used by military personnel in arctic 
regions for hauling small arms, ammunition and other supplies. 
A still further object is to provide a sled of the above 

mentioned character which is highly simplified in con 
struction, rugged and durable, easy to repair and main 
tain, and quite inexpensive to manufacture in quantity. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
sled of the class described embodying a novel detach 
able runner construction which prolongs the useful life 
of the sled and also adds to the rigidity and strength of 
the same. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will 

be apparent during the course of the following descrip 
tion. 
In the accompanying drawings, forming a part of this 

application, and in which like numerals are employed 
to designate like parts throughout the same, 

Figure'. 1 is a plan view of a sled embodying our 
invention, 

Figure 2 is a bottom plan view of the same, 
Figure 3, is a side elevation of the sled, 
Figure 4 is a central vertical longitudinal section on 

line 4-4i of Figure 1, 
Figure 5 is a front-end elevation of the sled, 
Figure 6 is a rear end elevation of the same, 
Figure 7 is a transverse vertical section on line 7-7 of Figure 1, 
Figure 8 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical section 

on line 8-8 of Figure 1, and . 
Figure 9 is a similar section on line 9-9 of Fig 

ure 1. 
in the drawings, where for the purpose of illustration 

is shown a preferred embodiment of our invention, the 
numeral 10, designates generally a sled body, portion 
formed of a unitary section of molded sheet plastics 
material, or the like. If desired, other suitable ma 
terials possessing the desired degrees of toughness and 
rigidity may be employed, such as sheet metal, sheet 
fibrous material and the like. The entire body portion 
10 is preferably, all white, for affording a camouflaged 
effect in snow covered regions where it is intended to 
use the sled for hauling military supplies and the like. 
The sled body portion 10 is essentially, a wide, some 

what elongated generally flat bottomed receptacle, which 
is quite shallow; as shown. The bottom 11 of the sled 
is transversely generally flat. as - shown in Figures: 5, 
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2 
6 and 7, and slopes upwardly gradually toward the 
forward end or bow of the sled, Figures 3 and 4. From 
a point near the longitudinal center line of the body 
portion 10, the bottom 11 is substantially flat and hori 
zontal toward the rear end of the sled, as shown. 
The body portion 10 furthef includes upwardly slop 

ing curved side walls 12, integral with the bottom 11 
and extending longitudinally of the body portion 10 
for substantially the entire length of the same. The 
side walls 12 are relatively low for providing a shallow 
construction in the sled, and are of substantially uni 
form height from the rear end of the sled to a point 
near the longitudinal center thereof. From the longi 
tudinal center of the sled forwardly, the side walls 12 
gradually decrease in height as shown in Figures 3 and 
4, and the sled becomes gradually more shallow toward 
the forward end of the same. 
The body portion 10 further comprises a rear trans 

verse end wall 13 which is generally vertical and trans 
versely straight as shown in Figures 1 and 2, and the 
rear end wall 3 is iikewise formed integral with the 
side walls 2 and bottom 1 for producing the unitary 
sited body portion. The rear end wall 3 is arranged 
Substantially at right angles to the side walls 12, Figures 
1 and 2, and the side walls are straight and parallel 
from' the rear end of the sled to points near and for 
wardly of its iongitudinal center. The rear end wall 
i3 preferably has a slight rearward inclination, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
The forward end 4 of the sled body portion is bluntly 

rounded as shown in Figures 1 and 2, where the up 
wardly sloping bottom 11 and the forwardly converging 
curved side walls' 12 all merge smoothly together, as 
shown in Figure 5: The forward end 14 of the sled 
presents a continuous and smoothly rounded surface to 
meet the Snow through which the sled is adapted to be 
drawn. The top of the body portion 10 is entirely 
open, as shown, and the entire body portion is shallow, 
as previously stated. - - - - - 

A relatively, wide inverted channel-shaped flange or 
gunwale 5 extends continuously about the top of the 
body portion 10, adjacent to the margin of the same, 
and formed integral with the side and end walls of 
the body portion. The gunwale 15 includes a top gen 
erally horizontal web 16 and a marginal depending sub 
stantially vertical web 17, integral therewith. The gun 
wale 5 adds materially to the overall rigidity of the 
sled, without increasing substantially the weight of the 
same, and also affords a ready means of lifting; and carrying the lightweight sled. 
As shown best in Figure 5, the forward end 14 and 

gunwale 15 are upwardly arched or curved, so that at 
the transverse center of the sled, the gnnwale: 15 is at 
an elevation substantially above the rest of the body 
portion, Figure 4. The rear end wall 3 and gunwale 
15 curve downwardly slightly toward the transverse cen 
ter of the sled and the lowest point of the gunwale 15 
is at the transverse center of the rear end wall 13, as 
shown clearly in Figure 6. The construction is such 
that the top flange or web 16 of the gunwale is in a sub 
stantially continuously changing plane, as shown in Fig ure 6. 

The bottom 11 is formed or molded to provide elon gated parallel longitudinal channels 18 forming longitudi 
nal grooves in the bottom of the sled. One channel 18 is 
formed at the transverse center of the bottom 11, while 
the other channels are formed near the outer sides of 
the bottom 11 and adjacent to the inclined side walls 12. 
The three channels 18 are spaced apart equidistantly, trans 
versely of the sled and the channels forming the grooves 
are straight and extend continuously-throughout the major 
portion of the length of the sled bottom 11, see Figures 3 
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and 4. The tops 19 of the channels 18 are transversely 
flat, as shown, and their sides 20 preferably diverge down 
Wardly slightly and are integrally joined to the tops 19 
and sled bottom 11 by portions having generous radii, as 
shown in Figures 8 and 9. The channels 18 add materially 
to the strength and rigidity of the body portion (} and 
also form seats for removable runners, to be described. 
The rear ends 21 of the channels 18 preferably terminate 
in transverse alignment near and slightly forwardly of the 
rear end wall 13, while the forward ends 22 of the chan 
nels terminate near and rearwardly of the extreme for 
ward end 14 of the sled body portion. 

Removable runners 23 of plastics material, or the like 
are mounted within the longitudinal grooves afforded by 
the channels i8 and extend continuously throughout the 
entire lengths of the channels 18, as shown. The runners 
23 may be formed of other suitable materials, such as 
metal, fibrous material, wood or the like if preferred. 
The runners 23 are of substantially uniform thickness and 
cross section throughout substantially their entire lengths 
and the runners 23 are generally rectangular in cross sec 
tion, as shown. The sides of the runners 23 preferably 
converge upwardly slightly as at 24, Figure 9, for firm 
wedging engagement between the sides 20 of the channels 
18, and the tops of the runners preferably contact the tops 
19 of the channels throughout their entire lengths. The 
lower working surfaces 25 of the runners are of course 
Smooth and continuous, and are spaced below the bottom 
11 of the sled body portion. The runners 23 are shaped 
longitudinally to follow the contours of the sled bottom 
11, as shown in the drawings. 
The runners 23 are detachably secured within the 

grooves formed by the channels 18 by means of transverse 
cotter pins 26, or the like, which extend through register 
ing downwardly converging openings 27 and 28 formed 
in the channel sides 20 and runners 23, respectively, see 
Figure 8. The openings 28 meet or intersect at the trans 
verse centers of the runners 23 so that continuous passages 
through the runners are provided for the cotter pins 26, 
which may be driven therethrough for firmly anchoring 
the runners 23 within the grooves. Any desired number 
of cotter pins 26 may be employed for detachably securing 
the runners 23 to the sled, and we prefer employing about 
Seven of the cotter pins at longitudinally spaced intervals 
along the channels 18, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, the 
spacing of the cotter pins being somewhat closer near the 
forward and rear extremities of the runners. It should be 
understood that additional cotter pins 26 may be employed 
as desired. The arrangement is such that the transverse 
cotter pins 26 are disposed above the sled bottom 11 as 
shown, and are insertable and removable from the inside 
of the sled. The cotter pins 26 are not even visible from 
below the sled, and the construction is highly simplified, as 
well as sturdy and attractive in appearance. 
The tops of the runners 23 are preferably provided with 

longitudinal grooves 29, preferably extending for the entire 
lengths of the runners. The channels 18 are provided at 
longitudinally spaced points near the forward and rear 
ends of the sled with vertical openings 30, Figure 9, re 
ceiving upwardly directed screws 31, the heads 32 of which 
occupy the space afforded by the grooves 29. Metal 
clips 32 having eyes 33 are mounted upon the screws 31 
and clamped against the tops of the channels 18 by nuts 
34. Lashing rings or eyelets 35 are pivotally secured with 
in the eyes 33 of the clips 32, as shown, and these lashing 
rings are adapted to receive a suitable rope or cord, not 
shown, which is used to lash down supplies to the bottom 
11 of the sled. 
The top web 16 of the gunwale 15 is provided at longi 

tudinally spaced points upon the gunwale with elongated 
openings 36, within which may be mounted grommets 37 
of thin gage metal or the like. This arrangement provides 
means for lashing additional supplies or articles to the sled, 
as a suitable rope may be laced through the several grom 
mets 37 and crisscrossed back and forth across the top of 
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4 
the sled as desired. A flexible covering of white canvas 
or the like, not shown, may be arranged beneath the last 
mentioned lashing rope to further protect and cover the 
supplies carried by the sled and further camouflage the 
sled in arctic regions. 
Near the forward end of the sled, and at the transverse 

center of the same the sled body portion is formed or 
molded to provide a relatively steep upwardly inclined 
section or wall 38, integral therewith and transversely 
rounded and rearwardly convexed as best shown in Fig 
ures 1 and 6. The inclined wall 38 may be substan 
tially cylindrically curved transversely, and is relatively 
narrow as compared to the width of the sled as shown 
in Figure 1. The wall 38 blends smoothly into the 
bottom i and forward end 14, as shown in Figure 5. 
A pair of vertically spaced openings are formed in the 
inclined wall 38 for receiving a U-shaped towing bolt 
39, rigidly secured therein by nuts 40 and 41, arranged 
above and below the inclined wall 38. A similar 
U-shaped towing bolt 42 is arranged at the rear end of 
the sled body portion and at the transverse center of 
the same, and is rigidly secured within openings formed 
in the rear end wall i3, by nuts 43, arranged upon the 
inner and outer sides of the rear wall, as shown. The 
arrangement is such that the sled may be towed through 
the snow by means of a rope engaging the U-shaped towing 
bolt 39, and any desired number of sleds may be connected 
and towed in tandem by means of the towing bolts 39 
and 42. 
The sled body portion 0 is further formed near its for 

wardmost end to provide an integral short vertical sleeve 
44, disposed at the transverse center of the sled and just 
forwardly of the inclined wall 38. The sleeve 44 is 
integrally secured to the gunwale 15 and inclined wall 38 
as shown in Figure 4. The top end of the sleeve 44 is 
preferably spaced slightly above the top web 16 of the 
gunwalls at the forwardmost or highest point of the sled, 
as shown, the lowermost end of the sleeve 44 is pref 
erably in alignment with the lower edge of the gunwale 
web 7 at the forwardmost end of the sled, Figure 4. The 
vertical sleeve 44 is adapted to receive the pintle of a light 
field machine gun, not shown, so that the same may be 
transported by or operated from the sled. 
We wish to again emphasize that the sled is extremely 

lightweight and substantially one-piece or unitary in con 
struction. The material of the sled body portion may be 
quite thin and the sled will still be stiff and strong, due to 
the reinforcing effect of the gunwale 5, channels 18 and 

cS. 
Although we do not wish to limit the invention to any 

particular size or dimensions, it is preferred that the sled 
be capable of carrying about one hundred pounds of Sup 
plies, so that one soldier may readily tow the same by 
means of the towing bolt 39. 
When the runners 23 become worn or damaged, their 

removal and replacement is very simple, since it is merely 
necessary to remove cotter pins 26 and then replace the 
runners with new ones, reinserting the cotter pins within 
the openings 27 and 28. Substantially no other main 
tenance of the sled is required, and the same is adapted 
to have a long life, even during rough usage such as in 
war tirines. 

It is to be understood that the form of our invention, 
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre 
ferred example of the same, and that various changes in 
the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be resorted 
to, without departing from the spirit of the invention or 
scope of the subjoined claims. 

Having thus described our invention we claim: 
1. In a sled a unitary body portion of substantially stiff 

sheet material and including a bottom, transversely spaced 
longitudinal channels formed in the bottom and extend 
ing continuously for substantially the entire length of the 
bottom, the channels having tops spaced above said bot 
tom and sides which converge upwardly, the sides of the 
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channels having transverse openings spaced above the 
botton of the sled body portion, runners engaging within 
the channels and extending throughout substantially their 
entire lengths and having upwardly converging sides 
which contact the converging sides of the channels, the 
lower surfaces of the runners being spaced below the 
bottom of the sled body portion, the runners having 
spaced transverse openings for registration with the open 
ings of the channels and being provided in their tops with 
longitudinal grooves, pin means engaging through the 
registering openings of the runners and channels and 
securing the runners within the channels, there being open 
ings formed in the tops of the channels above the grooves 
of the runners, upwardly directed screws extending 
through the openings in the tops of the channels and 
having their heads disposed within the space afforded by 
said grooves, lashing elements connected with the screws, 
and a towing element secured to the sled body portion 
near its forward end. 

2. A sled for use in hauling military supplies and the 
like comprising a unitary body portion of molded sheet 
plastics material, said body portion including a generally 
flat wide bottom and relatively low upwardly inclined 
side walls integrally secured to the bottom, there being 
a rear end wall for the sled body portion extending trans 
versely thereof and integrally secured to the side walls 
and bottom and being of substantially the same height as 
the side walls so that the body portion is substantially 
shallow, the bottom of the body portion sloping upwardly 
gradually toward the forward end of the body portion, 
the forward end of the body portion being transversely 
rounded, the forward end including a steeply inclined 
central portion disposed at the transverse center of the 
body portion, a towing element secured to the steeply 
inclined portion and projecting forwardly thereof and 
Spaced a substantial distance above the lowermost point 
of the bottom, a substantially vertical sleeve secured to 
the forward end of the body portion forwardly of the 
steeply inclined portion and disposed above the towing 
element, a channel-shaped flange formed upon the top of 
the body portion and extending continuously about the 
margin of the same for stiffening the body portion, the 
top of the flange being provided with longitudinally 
spaced openings adapted to receive a flexible lashing ele 
ment, said sleeve being adapted to receive a pintle of a 
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machine gun, and runner means secured to the bottom 
of the body portion and projecting below the same. 

3. A sled comprising a unitary body portion of sub 
stantially stiff sheet plastics material and including a bot 
tom, transversely spaced longitudinal channels formed in 
the bottom and extending continuously for substantially 

...the entire length of the bottom, the channels having tops 
spaced above said bottom and sides which converge up 
wardly, the sides of the channels having transverse open 
ings spaced above said bottom, runners engaging within 
the channels and extending throughout substantially their 
entire lengths and having upwardly converging sides con 
tacting the converging sides of the channels, the bottoms 
of the runners projecting below the bottom of the sled 
body portion, the runners having spaced transverse open 
ings for registration with the openings of the channels 
and being provided in their tops with longitudinal recesses, 
pin means engaging through the registering openings of 
the runners and channels and securing the runners within 
the channels, there being openings formed in the tops of 
the channels above said recesses of the runners, upwardly 
directed fastener elements extending through the last 
named openings and having heads arranged below the 
tops of the channels and within said recesses of the run 
ners, and lashing elements secured to the fastener elements 
above the tops of the channels. 
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